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Introduction
Recently, a LC cell would apply advanced LC modes such as Super IPS (In-Plane Switching) mode [1] , PVA (Patterned Vertical Aligned) mode [2] instead of conventional TN(Twisted Nematic) mode for large size LC cell with wide viewing characteristics. In general, these LC modes use multi-domain effects in a single pixel, so that they exhibit very wide viewing characteristics compared with conventional TN mode. In spite of the merits, the advanced LC modes has serious demerits in that it always contains defects because the LC director field may contain spatial areas which have very high elastic energy due to multi-domain effect, so that it cause decrease of scalar order S in the LC director field. Generated defects sometimes affect serious problem on optical transmittance and reflectance. Therefore, an understanding of the dynamical behavior of defects in the LC field has become more important for the advanced LC modes.
Generally, defects may occur because of high elastic energy at very small LC area (almost molecular dimension) [3] . Therefore, the defect can be nucleated by non uniform electric field distributions and topologically inequivalent LC transition (for example, splay to bend transition). In addition, we can assume that special geometries which store high elastic energy such as a step-like surface can also generate the defects even if electric field is not applied.
In the previous papers [4, 5] , we have shown the fast Q-tensor method, which can simply calculate the order parameter S. The fast Q-tensor method could model the defects from non uniform electric field distributions and the phase transition between topological inequivalent states successfully. In this paper, we model the defect nucleation and motion of the defects in the homeotropic LC field with an inhomogeneous surface by using fast Q-tensor method.
By considering boundary conditions between the LC layer and the glass in the x-z plane, we could calculate the potential and the LC orientation on inhomogeneous patterned electrode. Dependence of the defects on shapes of the electrodes has been also simulated. To verify the simulation results, we compared the defect nucleation from inhomogeneous surface with its experiment results.
Numerical solution using the tensor method
LC configurations in the equilibrium state can be achieved by calculating the minimum free energy. For the calculation of the free energy, we use the Gibb's free energy of the LC cell that is composed of elastic constants and electric field terms. The fast Q-tensor method can calculate the order parameter by adding the temperature terms in addition to the Q-tensor representation of Oseen-Frank free energy terms.
In the fast Q-tensor method, total energy density of the LC director consists of elastic energy term (f s ), electric energy density (f e ) and temperature energy density (f t ). In order to achieve the equilibrium state of the director configuration, it is typical to use the Euler-Lagrange 
By adjusting so T ni and S at room temperature as to be designed values, we can achieve the temperature polynomial coefficients A 1 to A 4 [4, 5] .
Defect motion on the inhomogeneous surface
In order to extend fast Q-tensor method to the inhomogeneous surface, we considered boundary conditions of the potential and initial LC directors between It is clear that the light leakage is caused by defect which is nucleated by step type surface boundary. Therefore, circled areas in the figure represent the defect area. Without applied voltage as shown in Fig.3 (b) , defect was nucleated along z-axis at step side. This implies that high strain energy may be stored along z-axis at step side. Conducting layer covers only top of the electrode step.
dynamical behavior of the generated defects from surface inhomogeneity under 5 V. It moves to the bulk area along defect line by applying the electric field. In order to study the effect of the shape of electrode on the defect motion, we calculate the LC director field. Normally, electrode of the real cell might be composed of conductor totally as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . In order to study the effect of the electrode shape, however, we simulated the LC director field of the cell structure with the step electrode covered with conductor only top of the step as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Applied cell structure and parameters of the LC material for calculating the defect motion is same to the case of Fig. 2 (a). Figure 4 (b) and (c) represents the calculated results of the Fig. 4 (a) . In order to achieve the result of the defect motion, we applied voltage from 0 V to 5 V. As we discussed above, defect was nucleated along z-axis at step side without applied voltage as shown in Fig.3 (a) and Fgi.4 (e). And increasing voltage leads the generated defect area to bulk LC area along defect line. However, the distance of the generated defects moving to the bulk area is different from each other as shown in Fig. 3 (c) and Fig. 4 (c) . From 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied motions of defect in the homeotropic LC director field with inhomogeneous patterned electrode by using fast Q-tensor method.
Nucleation of the defect from surface inhomogeneity has been modeled and verified by experiment. And we simulated the effect of the electrode shape on the defect motion. As a result, the moving distance of the defect from surface inhomogeneity could be reduced by coating electrode on the top of the step. Understanding of the simulation results may provide basic design direction of the electrodes for better optical performance.
